Passion, Quality and Innovation

HEADSETS FOR GAMERS

Thrustmaster has developed a reputation for excellence in the
gaming headset market: 25 years of gaming experience, combined
with 20 years of audio expertise under the Hercules brand within
the Guillemot Group, Thrustmaster is set to change the game!
Thrustmaster’s Research and Development teams built the gaming
headsets range with one main priority in mind: providing gamers
with products which perfectly correspond to all their needs.
Thrustmaster’s gaming headsets provide carefully calibrated audio
performance and a realistic audio experience which is perfectly in
line with gamers’ expectations and needs.
Gamers not only enjoy the signature audio experience of each
game, but also hear all of the sound information contained in the
game’s audio mix, allowing them to anticipate events and adapt
their strategies. This is a big advantage to players of all levels.
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T.Flight U.S. Air Force Edition

NEW

A result of years of experience. Designed as a tribute to Air Force pilots.

Designed for comfort and immersion
T.Flight U.S. Air Force Edition Gaming Headset is inspired by authentic aviation headsets.
Outstanding comfort via 25 mm / 1-inch thick over-ear memory foam ear cushions with gel
layers to keep the head cool even after hours of play, resulting in an effective passive
isolation. The faceplates are interchangeable for future designs***.
Audio Performance
Designed to meet simmers’ wishes, the T.Flight U.S. Air Force Edition Gaming Headset
maximizes audio performance thanks to 50 mm / 2-inch analytic sensitive drivers which
enable crystal-clear sound with the highest distortion control. The real-world inspired
volume knob located directly on the headset enables for a practical in-line mic controller
with on/off and volume buttons, allowing total freedom of movement while playing. Its
unidirectional noise-cancelling microphone is detachable and adjustable to adapt to every
player’s unique preferences.
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Sound Control
The headset features an on-ear volume knob, allowing the player to adjust the audio level of
the game, an in-line controller for an easy access to the mic volume, and mute controls.
*Works with Xbox One® controllers with a 3.5 mm / 1/8’’ stereo headset jack.

Compatible with

PC / Mac
PS4™
Xbox One®*

Authorization has been obtained to use the USAF symbol. However, the use of this symbol does not constitute an endorsement of this product by the USAF.
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T.Racing Scuderia Ferrari Edition

NEW

Inspired by real life Scuderia Ferrari paddock headsets

Design excellence
Designed in the famous «Rosso Corsa» color, the T.Racing Scuderia Ferrari Edition is the fruit
of a long and painstaking development process.
Performance that meets Scuderia Ferrari’s high standards.
• 	Built according to exacting criteria, the headset addresses very specific challenges that racing
game players and real-world drivers frequently encounter in their respective lives.
• 	The main objectives that Thrustmaster set out for itself in designing this headset were to capture
and convey the sensations of the road and the racing environment, and deliver high sound
fidelity.
Thoughtful usability design
• 	A rigorous selection of the different components, both for functionality and for design,
gives the headset a light feel and a high-quality passive isolation.
• 	The memory foam ear cushions and gel inserts ensure a perfect fit for every ear and provide
unequaled comfort for marathon races.
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On-ear volume control via a realistic knob on the left ear cup.
Microphone volume adjustable from the in-line controller.
* Compatible with Xbox One® controllers featuring a 1/8’’ (3.5 mm) stereo mini-jack headset port.

Compatible with

PC
PS4™
Xbox One®*
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Y-350CPX 7.1 Powered
Perfect compatibility and optimization on all new generation platforms.

The alliance of comfort and noise insulation
A 100% memory foam cladding on earpieces and headband, offering exceptional comfort.
The ultra-soft padding and the headband clad with thick, soft foam ensure incomparable
comfort during the longest gaming sessions, while also delivering reliable and efficient passive
noise insulation. Detachable and adjustable, the unidirectional microphone is designed to
target your voice, ensuring ultra-efficient communications with your teammates.
Bass/Drivers
The most powerful bass ever heard on game consoles / PC
Featuring powerful, high-performance 60 mm / 2.36’’ drivers, fully live the intensity of
your games with the headset’s bass boost technology. The perfect bass diffusion ensures an
optimum rendition of in-game explosions.
Y Sound Commander
The Y Sound Commander is a unique sound controller: technology based on the joint expertise
of Thrustmaster, Texas Instruments and AM3D. Featuring a 7.1 Virtual Surround Sound
technology, gamers are able to precisely locate every sound in their surroundings, ensuring
maximum immersion.
Precisely locate your opponents and teammates thanks to the 7.1 positioning audio.
Fully experience the intensity and the impact of explosions: Hear everything, and react fast!
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*Voice chat function available through Nintendo Switch Online app.

Compatible with

PC / Mac
PS4™
Xbox One®
Nintendo Switch™*
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Y-300CPX
Universal headset for full compatibility.

Designed for comfort
Adapted to any type of gaming configuration, the unique Y-shape design perfectly provides
outstanding comfort: large,ultra-soft ear pads and effective passive isolation. Earpieces’unique design
acts as a real bass-emphasizing sound box. Featuring a high-performance detachable and adjustable
microphone, it is adapted to every player’s head size and shape
Great audio Expertise
Featuring an exclusive double electro-acoustic bass sound amplifier delivering deep bass response.
Its true 50 mm / 1.97’’ drivers provides crystal-clear audio. The best of our audio expertise, taking your
gaming performance to the next level.
Advanced Controls
The multifunctional controller is on the cable, allowing you to adjust the audio level of
Game / Bass / Chat and Microphone: both the microphone and chat volume can be set separately,
for a perfect fit with every game and every gamer. It also enables to deactivate voice feedback,
and adjust gain levels of voice.
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*Works with Xbox-One® controllers with a 3.5 mm / 1/8’’ stereo headset jack.
**Subject to the Nintendo Switch™ chat function limitations / Required splitter cable not included.

Compatible with

PC / Mac
PS4™
Xbox One®*
Nintendo Switch™**
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WEBSITE & SOCIAL MEDIA
Join a community of elite Sim gamers,
follow us on social media!

www.thrustmaster.com

@ThrustmasterOfficial

@THRUSTMASTEROfficial

@TMThrustmaster

@tmthrustmaster
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